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New Functionalities 

N/A 

 

Changes 

Programme IJG 

PRG IJG (3024) - Appendixes 1 and 2 - Summary - The intervention field code is no longer required 

for Material Deprivation dedicated priority. 

PRG IJG (2953) - Priority and SO header repetitions were removed. 

PRG IJG (2993) – PRINT: Improvements have been made to the TJTP part of the Print: Removal of 

page breaks and header repetitions, addition of TJTP code, title and version. 

PRG IJG (2989) - APPENDIX1 Appendix 1. Operation detail - The Specific Objective title displayed is 

the short title. When hoovering over, a tooltip will display the official long title. 

PRG IJG (2964) - APPENDIX1 Appendix 1. Summary - The Operation Type Code list contains all 

Intervention Field codes (and their description) valid for the Specific Objective, Fund and selected in 

Table 4 for that Priority, Fund, Category of Region, Specific Objective. 

PRG IJG (2965) - APPENDIX2 -  Appendix 2. Summary - For non-TA Programmes, the Operation Type 

Code list contains all Intervention Field codes (and their description) valid for the Specific Objective, 



 

 

Fund  and selected in Table 4 for that Priority, Fund, Category of Region, Specific Objective. For TA 

Programmes, the Operation Type Code list contains all Technical Assistance Intervention Field codes 

(and their description) selected in Table 4 for that Technical Assistance Article 37 Priority. 

PRG IJG (2342) - APPENDIX2 - Appendix 2. Summary - For non-TA Programmes, the records are 

automatically foreseen by the system by crossing the Programme structure (Priority, Fund, Category 

of Region, Specific Objective) with the Operation Type detail (Operation Type, Specific Objective(s)) 

based on their common Specific Objective(s). For TA Programmes, the records are automatically 

foreseen by the system by crossing the Programme structure (Technical Assistance Article 37 

Priorities, Fund, Category of Region) with the Operation Types. 

PRG IJG (2343) - APPENDIX2 - Appendix 2. Summary - For non-TA Programmes, the Operation Type 

Code list contains all Intervention Field codes valid for the Specific Objective, Fund and selected in 

Table 4 for that Priority, Fund, Category of Region, Specific Objective. For TA Programmes, the 

Operation Type Code list contains all Technical Assistance Intervention Field codes selected in Table 

4 for that Technical Assistance Article 37 Priority. 

PRG IJG (2967) - S0 General. Version information - The Version Information contains information on 

the identification and status of the Programme Version like the CCI, the Title, the Version Number, 

the Status, the Node where it currently resides and eventually the Decision information. It also 

shows the results of the last validation done on this Programme version. The Eligibility Period will 

automatically be set to 01/01/2021-31/12/2029 when creating the first version. 

PRG IJG (2976 –2986, 2988, 2990-2992) – When hovering in the different PRG sections, a tooltip will 

be displayed. 

PRG IJG (2962) - S4 Enabling conditions. Table 12 - For each of the Criteria of the Enabling 

Conditions, the user must indicate if it was fulfilled or not. The Reference and the Justification are 

only mandatory when the Criterion was fulfilled. 

PRG IJG (2975) – Table of content changes. 

PRG IJG (2966) - Table of content changes. 

PRG IJG (2963) - TJTP Link to TJTP - The TJTP version list will contain the last version of all completed 

TJTP versions of the Country of the Programme, plus the ones already selected, ordered by TJTP 

reference. The ones selected and the deprecated ones will not be visible in the list. 

PRG IJG (2973) - TJTP Link to TJTP - Selecting a TJTP version from the drop down list will add it to the 

selected ones when the TJTP was not yet selected. 

PRG IJG (2969) - TJTP Link to TJTP - In the Print of the Programme, the full TJTP version content of all 

selected TJTP versions will be included. 

PRG IJG (2971) - When on the highest MS node and TJTP version(s) selected which contain “TJTP 

Supplementary Information” (TJTP.TJTPS) document(s), these documents are copied into this 

Programme version as integral “TJTP Supplementary Information” (PRG.TJTPS) document(s) and 

send with this send action. 

 

Programme ETC 

PRG ETC (2954) -  PRINT: Priority and SO header repetitions have been removed. 



 

 

 

 

Defects Fixed 
 

PA PRG TJTP CCI  

PA PRG TJTP CCI (2413) - In PA and in PRG there were a number of non-rich text fields where the 

default character counter counted with spaces. This has been changed to counting without spaces. 

 

Partnership Agreement 

PA (3019) - Table 3B – Contained an incorrect % value for field Share of the initial allocation 

transferred'.  

PA (1794) - Validate - The list of validation results was not ordered by ‘order by’ field 

PA (2996) - validation rule 70 – Was incorrectly being triggered when the MS has only one category 

of region and there is a financial allocation defined for the category of region. 

PA (3030) - validation rule 70 - This validation should now be triggered only when there are transfers 

defined in table 3A. 

 

Programme IJG 

PRG IJG  (3016) - In Table 3 the table was not showing any value when ‘0’ was entered. It should now 

show zero as '0' for Baseline and Target. 

PRG IJG (3040) - Appendix 2 Summary - The vertical alignment of values in each row has been 

corrected. 

PRG IJG (3054) - Section 3 Table10 - On save, an error was occurring when total for y2026 or y2027 

exceeded <12 digits>.<2 digits>. 

PRG IJG (3035) - Section TJTP Link - The screen was freezing if the user clicked the selected TJTP link 

when the section was in edit mode. 

PRG IJG (3036) - Table 3 Result indicators - On add/edit specific programme RI, the first reference 

year cannot be null if the last reference year has a value. 

PRG IJG (3053) - Report - Appendixes 1 and 2 : The prompts were aligned to the same side. 

PRG IJG (2520) - Section 3 Table 17B - The calculation of totals was not correct and not shown for 

some funds. 

PRG IJG (2956) - APPENDIX2 - Appendix 2. Summary - On save, there was a check on specific 

objective not null which should not be there for TA programmes. 

 



 

 

Programme ETC 

PRG ETC (2927) - Appendix 1 & 2 Summary table there was no "Order" and therefore data was not 

sorted properly as order by Priority, Fund, Specific Objective, operation type, indicator. This was the 

same in the Report. 

PRG ETC (3016) - In Table 3 the table was not showing any value when ‘0’ was entered. It should now 

show zero as '0' for Baseline and Target. 

PRG ETC (2955) - Table 8 - Some priorities can refer to two Policy Objectives (6 and 7) and should 

now be listed as such, both in Web and in Print. 

 

Programme AIB 

PRG AIB, (3067) - It was possible to freely encode the value for TA36(5) in ISF and BMVI whereas it 

will now be automatically calculated as in AMIF. 

 

Programme ALL 

PRG ALL (3056) - Appendix 1 Indicators - Auto-height was missing. The maximum length of the 

indicator description was changed and the whole text was no longer visible. 

PRG ALL (3045) - Documents – There was a problem saving documents after adding an attachment. 

PRG ALL (2330) – language code was missing for IE users in version information section when using 

FireFox. 

 

TJTP 

PRG TJTP (3051) - General. Version info - List of linked programmes did not show the expected 

programme version list. 

PRG TJTP (2582) - Version info - After cancelling the edition of version info section, an orange 

message was showing. 

PRG TJTP (2923) – An error was appearing when filtering by country. 

PRG TJTP (2959) - Report - When there were no comments in Version Info, the report showed null as 

the value. 

PRG TJTP (3032) - Search - The version column should now show the full version. 

PRG TJTP (2626) - TJTP - Workflow. Mark as completed - Notifications were not received when 

marking a TJTP as completed. 

 


